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Introduction

Figure 1
2009 AAA-FIDAL SURVEY

In 2009, Fidal and the AAA conducted a survey on a set of companies
that were representative of the French market (of all sizes and sectors).
By comparison with a similar survey performed in 2003 by the
American Arbitration Association in the United States, the 2009 study
basically revealed:


French companies have the same economic interest in using Alternative
Dispute Resolution methods as North American companies,
notwithstanding   the   difference   in   the   two   countries’   judicial   systems.  
The French companies that were already practicing mediation affirmed
that this dispute resolution method allowed them to save time and money
as well as to protect the value of the company by preserving its business
partnerships.



Also, like American companies, French companies favor arbitration in
international disputes, and prefer institutional to ad hoc arbitration.

The 2009 French survey also revealed five best organizational practices of
the  legal  departments  of  the  most  “Dispute  Wise”  companies:    


Setting up formal or informal dispute management policies



Providing ADR training to in-house legal teams



Establishing a system for monitoring business relationships and
contracts



Adopting a strategic approach to using ADR



Proactively anticipating the use of ADR

The 2009 AAA-FIDAL
Survey is available upon
request or in the
“publications”  section  of
FIDAL’s website.

On the strength of this initial inquiry, which revealed a significant trend
by the law departments of large French companies to structure their
activity around the principal of anticipating and managing disputes
wisely, the authors conducted this second in-depth survey of the
companies most committed to this line of thinking.
This new study essentially shows that:


French companies increasingly view the effect of disputes as a strategic
consideration, with potential impacts on corporate policy, financial
results and brand image.
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In an area that has traditionally been reactive, these corporations are moving
to anticipate future or potential sources of discord in their business
transactions
Commercial relationships and the disputes attendant to those relationships
are increasingly complex, involving multiple ramifications that require more
finely-tuned responses to the problems encountered.
Moreover, companies that are concerned about minimizing the damage to
business relationships are increasingly trying to favor amicable solutions
and, at the very least, avoid litigation in cases where conflict cannot be
avoided.
To do so, most of the companies interviewed have experimented with
arbitration, mediation and other ADR methods appropriate to their industry.
Some companies go further, by drafting model dispute clauses and designing
mechanisms for a combined use of ADR methods.
One can say that, over the last few years, French companies have undergone
a drastic change in the way they view legal matters and disputes, which until
then  had  been  regarded  merely  as  legal  “problems.”  Now,  these  subjects  are  
a  part  of  the  “course  of  business”  and  can  even  be  a  source  of  opportunities.  


Law departments are endeavoring to work more closely with business
units and to take the business dimension into account when crafting
solutions.

Law departments have also undergone a change in status and role, as their
leaders  are  now  increasingly  involved  in  the  company’s  strategic  decisions.
Their organization as well as their reliance on outside counsel has also
changed.


The   law   departments’   dispute-wise, organizational and functional
practices described below vary greatly from one company to another.
None of the companies interviewed engage in all of these leading
practices. Each company has its own unique set of practices and policies.
Many of the practices and policies have developed over time and been
shaped by experience. Most of them developed thanks in part to the
sustained   determination   of   a   “champion,”   i.e.   the   chief   legal   officer,  
acting alone or with the support of outside counsel.



Throughout, the need to be agile in cross-border transactions, disputes
and relationships has driven these developments and the emergence of
these best practices.



These evolving trends in French legal practices can thus offer valuable
lessons and food for thought even beyond the French territory.

CHARACTERISTICS OF
DISPUTE WISE LEGAL
DEPARTMENTS
(Source: 2009 AAA-Fidal Survey)



Highly integrated into the
corporate planning process



In tune with broader
business issues facing the
company and the industry



Spend a lot of time on highly
complex, technical or crossborder matters



Encouraged by
management to seek to
preserve valuable
relationships and find
solutions, and not just to
focus on winning



Not as likely to take an
aggressive approach to
dispute resolution, favoring
ADR over litigation
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Methodology / Interviewees
The Survey consisted in arranging in-depth interviews with
representatives of Law Departments of large French companies or
French subsidiaries of large international groups, all Dispute Wise,
that is to say committed in a process of evolution and thoughts on the
best   manners  to   implement   a  “Dispute  Wise  Business  Management”,  
and more generally, to give the Law Department the place that it
deserves with the business people in order to best maintain and
manage the risks and improve the company's performance.
In some cases, these interviews were conducted with several persons
of the Law Department who were meeting especially for this
interview.
The interviewees had between 10 and 30 years’ experience in the legal
function; some of them had been lawyers before becoming an inhouse counsel; all of them had an international profile (a few years
spent overseas, double nationality, foreign diploma, etc.)
.
The interviewees represent the French large companies since they
represent all market sectors.

VERY LAR GE
IN T E R N A T IO N A L
C O M P AN IE S ,
R E P R E S E N T IN G A
F U L L R A N GE O F
B U S IN E S S S E C T O R S ,

Table X
Activities of the interviewes
NB. Some of the interviewees are active in more than 1 field listed below

A G R E E D T O G IV E
D E T A I L S R E G A R D IN G
T H E O R G A N IZ A T IO N
O F T H E IR L E G A L
D E P AR T M E N T S A N D
T H E IR A P P R O AC H T O
D IS P U T E S
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Foreword
Latest trends at a glance
 The most Dispute-wiseTM companies consider that dispute management
is of strategic importance in reducing the negative impact of conflict on their
brand reputation, corporate policy and financial results.
 They anticipate disputes before they arise by improving the organization
of their legal department, e.g.:
 By encouraging in-house counsel to work more closely with business
staff, and vice versa;
 By encouraging more business-oriented legal services;
 By fostering early dispute-detection and communication within the
company;
 By favoring the use of ADR methods when a dispute cannot be
avoided and by viewing litigation as a very last resort.
 They train both their legal and business staff on ADR techniques, so that
they have the right reflexes at the right time.
 They draw lessons from past errors so as to avoid repeating them and
seek to anticipate and control risks.

THE SURVEY SHEDS
L I G H T O N A M AJ O R
S H I F T IN T H E R O L E
OF LEGAL
D E P AR T M E N T S IN
L AR G E C O M P A N IE S

 They no longer simply outsource cases to outside counsel, but instead
team up with law firms to constantly seek the best tailored solution to the
dispute and issues at hand.
 They try to integrate the legal department into top management, so that it
is involved in all of the company’s strategic choices, and to put in place
internal rules that foster better risk management.
By contrast with US companies, in which the legal function has long been a
core part of the corporate organization, there is still a glass ceiling in France
between the legal department and top management.
However, large French companies are increasingly regarding their legal
departments as agents of change, fostering a better business environment.
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1.

New trends and best practices in the organization of
Law Departments

From a historical perspective, one could characterize the law
department organization of large multinational companies as falling
into two distinct models:
 Decentralized law departments with local generalist counsel working
within  each  of  the  group’s  subsidiaries.
 Centralized law departments which   function   as   “internal   law   firms”  
with  legal  specialists  generally  based  at  the  group’s  head  office  and  to  whom  
all   of   the   group’s   subsidiaries turn when faced with specific legal issues
relating, for example, to intellectual property, competition, international
contracts, litigation, etc.
In   each   of   these   two   models,   the   law   department’s   teams   are   based   on   the  
same site, usually at the company’s   head   office.   The   business   teams   know  
where to contact them if necessary.
Often, companies adopt a combination of these two models, having a
centralized legal department as well as a small number of legal professionals
within the various divisions, who are generally autonomous and report
directly to the CEO of their division.
However, the interviews conducted for this study revealed that these models
each have their own disadvantages which need to be addressed.
For example, where law departments are decentralized and do not
communicate with each other, it may be difficult for the company to identify
potential conflict-of-interest risks between several subsidiaries in the same
group. Such conflicts of interest may arise frequently in some business
sectors and stem, for example, from the negative impact suffered by one
subsidiary in a business relationship with a business partner as a result of
legal action initiated by another subsidiary against that same partner.

A T R E N D T O W AR D
MORE AND MORE
IN N O V A T IV E
METHODS OF
O R G A N IZ IN G L E G A L
D E P AR T M E N T S ,
D R IV E N B Y A S IN G L E
C O N C E R N : T E AM IN G
U P W IT H T H E
B U S IN E S S P E O P L E

A centralized organization can nevertheless be a barrier to the interaction
that is needed between the legal professionals and the business teams, so as
to ensure that legal risks are properly dealt with at all stages of the
company’s  operations.  
This is why we are now seeing a stronger trend towards organizing law
departments   in   a   “hybrid”   fashion,   where   the   company   draws   upon  
each of these two models but does not replicate them entirely.
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The  first  trend  is  to  assign  some  of  the  company’s  legal  professionals  
not to a centralized or decentralized law department but actually to
business teams within a division
Assigned to a specific division, the legal specialist is actually based with the
business teams of that division rather than with other legal staff.
The main objective of this organization is to facilitate formal and informal
exchanges, increase daily interaction between the legal professionals and the
business teams, so that the latter more naturally take into consideration the
legal aspects of their activity by spontaneously seeking the advice of the
team’s  in-house counsel.
Such counsel is mostly a generalist capable of answering all legal questions
raised during the course of business on a daily basis. He is also selected
based on his personal aspirations and interest in the business of the division
to which he is assigned.

FULLY
IN T E GR A T E D IN T O
T H E IR B U S IN E S S
D IV IS IO N , IN -

Such an organization can have noticeable effects. The legal professional,
who   is   involved   in   the   business   teams’   activity   on   a   daily   basis,   gains  
excellent insight into the business of his division, particularly its specific
issues, products, brands and competitors, and is thus able to provide advice
and assistance that is perfectly tailored to its needs.

HOUSE COUNSEL
SEE THEMSELVES
AS PAR T OF THE



The advantages of this new practice are significant
according to the chief legal officers interviewed for this
study.

T E AM

Since the legal professionals are considered to be members of the team, the
internal clients are more likely to share concerns with them before they
become problems. The legal dimension of the relationship is taken into
account right from the beginning of the contractual relationship, which
makes it easier to better anticipate and control risks.
Clearly, the legal professionals perfectly integrated into these divisions see
themselves as part of the operations and part of the business team. As one
interviewee pointed out, the success of her role is linked to the fact that the
business teams are used to seeing her around the table and systematically
include her in their strategic and commercial considerations.
This new trend is perceived as highly beneficial and fully meets the need –
expressed by all of the interviewees – to integrate a legal professional into
the business teams both naturally and well upstream, so that legal reflexes
are incorporated into all stages of the activity. The legal counsel is thus no
longer perceived as an obstacle to business progress but identified as a
member  of  the  business  team  “so  much  so  that  they  forget  you  are  a  lawyer.”
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However, this type of organization can
disadvantages which need to be anticipated:

have

two

First,  legal  professionals  integrated  into  the  business  units  may  become  “too  
close”   to   the   business   considerations   and   eventually   lose   their   reflexes   of  
legal prudence and, more particularly, be unable to see things from a
distanced, more neutral perspective.
Also, it seems to be a shame for the experience, specific skills sets and best
practices developed by these legal professionals during the course of their
work for one specific division not to be shared and pooled so that all of the
group’s  divisions  may  benefit  from  them.  
Lastly, if their work is not coordinated, there is a greater likelihood of not
identifying conflict-of-interest  risks  across  the  group’s  different  divisions  (as  
mentioned earlier).

E F F E C T IV E



P E R FO R M A N C E

The companies interviewed indicated having set up several
good practices to deal with these risks:

 The first consists in setting up regular reporting between the integrated
counsel and the general law department. Such reporting forces the legal
professional to conduct an objective analysis for the preparation of his report
and also enables the general law department to identify best practices and
disseminate them.
 The second practice aims primarily at avoiding any lack of objectivity
should a conflict of interests arise between   the   company’s   business   teams  
and its partners. It consists in setting up a centralized litigation department to
which   all   matters   must   be   referred   by   the   division’s   in-house counsels as
soon as a pre-litigation or litigation situation is identified.

ENSURED BY THE
A D O P T IO N O F B E S T
P R AC T IC E S
FOCUSED ON
C O M M U N IC A T IO N
AND MOBILITY

 Another solution to promote the dissemination of best practices consists
in offering the legal staff assigned to a business division the possibility of
internal mobility across the different divisions, thereby facilitating the
circulation of new ideas and best practices within the group.
 Such mobility is also seen as a way of preventing legal professionals
assigned to a particular division from getting trapped in habits which may
affect their efficiency.
 Another practice aimed at preventing the risk of isolation and helping to
circulate best practices is to keep the legal staff assigned to the different
divisions in contact with each other by creating cross-divisional working
groups led by team managers known for their expertise. Regular meetings
are organized to improve knowledge and exchange on the different issues
and solutions experienced.
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A  second  trend  in  “hybrid”  forms  of  law  department  organization  is  to  
assign the legal professionals to business units but to keep them
physically based inside the law department – whether centralized or
decentralized
This practice makes it easier to establish a link between the generalist
counsel and the business unit to which he is assigned, all while facilitating
communications and coordination with the legal activity within the law
department.
According to the chief legal officers interviewed and who implement this
type of organization, thanks to the formal or informal communication
between the members of the law department who work alongside each other
every day, this mode of organization gives the generalist counsel assigned to
an activity a better understanding of the full range of legal issues common to
the division or the group.
At the same time, this type of organization allows the counsels assigned to
the specific divisions to maintain close relationships with the business teams
within those divisions.

ANOTHER WAY:
L A W Y E R S AS S I G N E D
TO SEPAR ATE
B U S IN E S S U N IT S B U T
W O R K IN G T O G E T H E R
W IT H IN T H E L E G A L
D E P AR T M E N T

Such relationships are important insofar as all the interviewees considered
that each division operates and thinks differently and that it is important to
adapt  to  the  division’s  way  of  working  while  simultaneously  trying  to  foster  
a common practice when addressing legal issues.
This   is   also   the   reason   why   law   departments   try   to   adopt   a   “proactive”  
approach with the business units, so that they are involved in their
considerations as far upstream as possible.

T H E C R E A T IO N O F
D IS P U T E -

It is thus common for these law departments and centralized law departments
to set up cross-disciplinary   “working   groups”   to   dialogue   with   and  
understand the needs of the business units, educate the law department on
those needs and make the tailoring of appropriate law department solutions
quicker and easier.

MANAGEMENT
U N IT S H E L P S
PREVENT

As one interviewee pointed out, the aim is for the business teams to perceive
the  law  department  as  “another  business  department,  totally  matched to the
business  organization  of  the  group.”

C O N F L IC T S O F
IN T E R E S T

A   third   trend:   specific   attention   to   developing   a   “litigation”  
department

BETWEE N
D IV IS IO N S ,

Although many companies still do leave the legal professionals in the
subsidiaries or centralized legal department to handle any disputes that arise,
a trend is emerging that consists in setting up departments or a single, point
person specifically for litigation matters.

BRANCHES OR
S U B S ID IA R IE S
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In this case, the legal professionals in the subsidiaries or centralized
department refer matters as soon as they become pre-contentious or
contentious to this special legal department which is usually based at the
company’s  head  office  and  which  then  acts  as  an  internal  law  firm.  
The referral of disputes to this team is not necessarily systematic. Some
interviewees indicated that this team is assigned only to cases that are
complex or involve high amounts. Other interviewees answered that no
distinction was applied.
The aim of this organization is to prevent the risk of any conflict between
subsidiaries of the   same   group   and   to   entrust   the   company’s   strategic  
disputes to a legal professional who will be able to manage them quickly and
effectively with the required objectivity and attention.

Main law department hiring trends
Three main criteria for the recruitment of legal professionals were identified
during the interviews.
Language skills and multi-cultural experience have become key hiring
criteria because of the globalization of business.
Specialization is also a criterion for many large centralized law departments
with sub-departments structured according to area of specialization.
Lastly, for some counsel assigned to business units, additional technical
training is also preferred. In some cases, trained legal professionals who also
have an engineering background are considered as better qualified to hold
certain positions than persons who do not have training in two fields.
M A X IM IZ IN G T H E

Some common problems
A V A I L AB I L I T Y O F



Time, availability and service

Lastly, the same problem arises regardless of how the law department is
structured: being able to give the internal client the time needed to maintain
a   viable   and   effective   working   relationship.   “I   have   to   prioritize   and   treat  
everyone equally; they expect that. I have to give them early and full
attention as if it is the only  thing  I  am  doing.”

LEGAL
D E P AR T M E N T S
WHILE
C O N T R O L L IN G C O S T



Difficulty of determining cost control measures

An obvious concern of centralized legal departments is controlling its
operating costs.
One of the interviewees was entertaining the notion of outsourcing nonessential legal services, as part of an internal examination into possible ways
of achieving costs savings.
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The complex question addressed in that examination was basically whether
external cost savings could be realized without sacrificing the quality of
work, bearing in mind that the legal department is more exposed to major
structural or market-related costs than other departments (such as the IT or
financial department).
The response to these two last issues has necessary implications on the
question of when and how to use outside counsel, which is addressed in the
fifth part of this study.

2.

An increasingly business-oriented approach and a
shift in the identity of the legal function

In-house legal professionals are historically regarded as being in charge of
the strictly legal aspects of business, intervening from time to time at the
request of business managers to draft contracts or settlements when a deal is
concluded or to handle litigation when a problem arises.
According to the interviewees, it would appear that, based on this historic
vision of the legal function, many in-house legal professionals still view
their role as being limited to pointing out obstacles or rendering opinions and
then leaving it up to the business people to decide on what action to take.
According to the chief legal officers and in-house advisors interviewed, this
historical vision of the legal function, consisting of spotting issues and then
letting  the  business  people  “deal  with  it,”  is  now,  however,  out  of  date  and  
goes against the desired goal of integrating the legal function into every step
of the business relationship, in order to secure that relationship.
The more modern vision of the legal function, which they broadly share, is
to consider that in-house counsel, after having raised the potential legal
obstacles, should also propose possible options to enable the business people
to   achieve   their   objectives   in   the   company’s   interest,   which,   after   all,   is   in  
the in-house  counsel’s  interest  as  well.      

B U S IN E S S - O R IE N T E D
L E G A L S O L U T IO N S
A IM E D A T S E C U R IN G
O P P O R T U N IT IE S ,
W IT H O U T E X C E S S IV E
T H E O R E T IC A L T A L K

According to one of the chief legal  officers  interviewed,  “the  in-house legal
professional  must  serve  the  company’s  business,  meaning  that  his  role  is  to  
help secure business opportunities, and not simply to state the law or forbid
things  from  being  done.”

OR B LANKET
O P P O S IT IO N

In light of the interviews conducted in this survey, as well as the preceding
comments in section 1 of this report, this restriction of the in-house  counsel’s  
role to a reactive treatment of the strictly legal aspects of a business is no
longer  the  norm  in  the  most  “Dispute  Wise”  French companies.
As we saw in the first part of this study, in-house counsel are increasingly
involved at the early stages of business decisions and, depending on how the
legal department is organized, are very often at the negotiation table during
the initial   discussions   with   the   company’s   business   partners,   or   are   called  
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upon by the business people as soon as relations begin to heat up, in order to
avoid litigation.
The interviewees unanimously indicated that their vision of their role has
considerably shifted   toward   a   much   more   “business-oriented”   approach   to  
resolving the issues submitted to them at every stage of the business process.
Their involvement in business decisions and recognition of the business
constraints when providing advice has even led them to see themselves more
and more as business people, to a point that they feel that their professional
identity has changed, vis-à-vis both themselves and the business managers.
In fact, a number of interviewees said that a major portion of their in-house
identity,   i.e.,   of   how   they   were   perceived   by   the   company’s   other  
departments, was as a business person. One of the interviewees felt that he
was 100% perceived as a business person, while another said at least 50%.

IN C R E A S IN G L Y
REGARDED AS
B U S IN E S S P E O P L E ,
IN - H O U S E C O U N S E L
AR E U N D E R G O IN G

While very happy to have thus  succeeded  in  shedding  the  image  of  a  “pure  
advisor”  (which  was  key  to  getting  the  business  people  to  involve  them  more  
readily in their thought processes), all of these interviewees said that they
took care to maintain their legal reflexes so that business constraints would
not dominate legal considerations, recognizing that this could be a risk if one
is not careful.

A N ID E N T IT Y S H I F T
THAT FAVORS MORE
F L U ID E X C H A N GE S

There are several reasons for this evolution of the in-house legal
function:


An increasing pressure from business people

First, the increasing pressure from business people and management,
concerned   about   pursuing   the   company’s   strategy   and   goals,   to   solve  
problems rather than to get embroiled in extended legal activity, was cited
repeatedly.


Globalization of economy

Another reason given for the shift in their role and identity is the growth of
cross border activity and the globalization of business.
Given the variations in environment and international contexts faced by
business units, they require advice that is tailored to these environments in
order to be able to effectively conduct their operations. One of the
interviewees said that the in-house   legal   professional   “must   give   them   the  
tools necessary to navigate effectively in these non-native  settings.”  
These tools must take into account, in addition to the applicable law, the
intercultural customs and approaches that allow one to understand every
dimension of the business relationship.
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Concentration of markets

The globalization and concentration of markets resulting from the waves of
mergers and acquisitions over the last decades has had an influence on the
type of advice expected from in-house counsel in the event of conflicts.
Indeed, it is difficult to get angry without incurring repercussions in a closeknit industry.
It can also be risky to sue a business partner in a given country, since it
might   also   be   a   business   partner   of   one   of   the   company’s   subsidiaries   in  
another country, or even in the same country.

T H E IN C R E A S IN G

Moreover, in a close-knit industry, news of a lawsuit may tarnish the
company’s  reputation  and  be  an  impediment  to  winning  new  business.

AND C OMPLEX ITY OF

In light of these changes in the economic context, in-house legal
professionals must propose other alternatives to conflicts than mere
traditional litigation, and must favor the use of other tools aimed at balanced,
negotiated outcomes that preserve the business relationship.
On this point, several interviewees said that, ironically, it is often the
business unit involved in a conflict that is less inclined to take business
considerations into account, and that their input in that regard is essential.
Indeed, the business units or management bodies directly involved in a
conflict   are   often   too   focused   on   “winning   the   battle.”   It   then   falls   on   the  
lawyer to urge them to take a step back and bring broader considerations
(costs, the business consequences, consumption of time, uncertainty, etc.)
into the discussion.


The in-house lawyer, an agent of change benefiting the
company

In conclusion, the interviews of the chief legal officers and in-house legal
professions   of   the   most   “Dispute   Wise”   French   companies   suggest   that  
companies can look forward to beneficial changes in the future role and
responsibilities of in-house counsel.

G L O B A L I Z A T IO N

B U S IN E S S P L AC E S
IN C R E A S E D
PRESSURE ON
C O M P AN IE S ’    L E G A L   
D E P AR T M E N T S ,
D R IV IN G T H E M T O
F IN D F A S T E R &
M O R E F L E X IB L E
S O L U T IO N S T H A N
BEFORE

Indeed, many, if not most, of the interviewees see themselves  as  “agents  of  
change,”  creating  legal  departments  that  are  more  responsive  to  the  needs  of  
business   units,   aligned   with   the   company’s   goals   and   focused   as   much   on  
enabling business development as on managing risk.
In support of this culture of change, and in order both to spread and
strengthen it, these same chief legal officers have set up modes of regular
communication   with   the   company’s   business   units,   whether   via   informal  
meetings, newsletters, internal training, model documents that take into
account past experience, claims management processes.
During these interactive communications, in which they provide practical
advice, in-house counsel also receive information about the business
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operations, thus further enabling them to fine-tune their own analysis of
situations.
These communications tools are, in themselves, another key factor of
change.
As  one  of  the  chief  legal  officers  promoting  a  change  policy  said,  “In-house
counsel need to earn the right to know information – and you earn the right
through consistency, interactive analysis and educational activities.”  
GENER AL C OUNSEL:

3.

AN AGENT OF

Dispute wise business management

The trends observed in the 2009 study are confirmed and reinforced:
avoiding litigation and preserving the business relationship are key
objectives for all of the chief legal officers and in-house counsel
interviewed
The study published in June 2009 revealed that the most dispute-wise French
companies had, like US companies, set up a strategy under which court
litigation was to be considered as the last resort in the event of a dispute, or
as one to be used only where there was no other alternative.

C H AN G E T O S T E E R
THE LEGAL
D E P AR T M E N T IN
L IN E W IT H T H E
C O M P A N Y ’ S   
IN T E R E S T S A N D T O

Table 2
EVALUATION OF THE MOST IMPORTANT GOALS FOR THE MOST « DISPUTEWISE » COMPANIES WHEN A DISPUTE ARISES WITH CLIENTS OR SUPPLIERS

D E V E L O P B U S IN E S S
W IT H A B E T T E R

Source : 2009 AAA-Fidal Survey

MANAGEMENT OF
All respondents

Most

Moderate

Least

Evaluating the risks

66%

71%

74%

47%

Putting an end to the dispute

59%

71%

45%

60%

Performing the contract

55%

73%

54%

37%

Confidentiality

44%

45%

35%

53%

Expertise of mediators and arbitrators

34%

50%

25%

21%

Control over the ultimate solution

33%

41%

25%

33%

Costs

33%

33%

36%

28%

Winning

31%

30%

26%

37%

Being able to enforce the decision abroad

28%

42%

26%

13%

Speed

25%

36%

30%

6%

Maintaining business relationships

25%

30%

22%

22%

Fairness/Equity

15%

14%

18%

13%

Creating a precedent

13%

14%

9%

16%

Possibility of raising an appeal

7%

14%

0%

6%

R IS K S

That study also demonstrated that, in order to pave the way to settlement
agreements, those companies were starting to have recourse to mediation,
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where they found the same benefits as US companies, as well as to other
modes of alternative dispute resolution, albeit to a lesser extent.
FORMS OF ADR USED DURING THE PAST 3 YEARS IN FRANCE
(Base: All)
All

Most

Moderate

Least

Arbitration

48%

64%

52%

26%

Mediation

39%

55%

29%

32%

Amicable Expert appraisal

16%

23%

10%

16%

Early neutral evaluation

6%

5%

5%

11%

Dispute Boards

6%

18%

0%

0%

MED ARB

3%

0%

5%

5%

Ombudsman

2%

5%

0%

0%

Other

5%

5%

10%

0%

At least one of these

62%

83%

50%

41%

It also demonstrated that arbitration was the favored method in international
disputes, and that institutional arbitration was preferred over ad hoc
arbitration.
On the strength of those initial results, the present study, conducted on the
basis of in-depth  interviews  with  the  chief  legal  officers  of  the  most  “Dispute  
Wise”  companies,  delves  further  into  the  details  of  the  best  practices  used  by  
such companies to avoid litigation, whether before or after a conflict arises.

Early detection makes it easier to settle disputes before they become
litigious:
As we saw in the previous chapter, in their effort to change the culture and
identity of legal departments and bring them closer to business units in order
to better prevent and manage risks, the   most   “Dispute   Wise”   companies  
have, to this end, set up multiple modes of communication between the legal
department and the business units.
 The interviews revealed, however, that one of the most effective ways
through which legal departments identify and address brewing disputes
within the company is by holding regular informal meetings with business
managers.
Often, the information surfaces during a discussion on another topic. For
example, many of the interviewees said that the first detection of a dispute
often  began  with  the  familiar  phrase  “oh,  by  the  way,  if  you  have  a  couple  
minutes,  I’d  like  to  talk  to  you  about…”  
The interviewees also all confirmed that conflicts are more naturally and
easily revealed orally, rather than by email. Similarly, it is easier to identify
the heart of a dispute by addressing it orally, rather than in writing.
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By coming down from their ivory tower, in-house counsel multiply their
occasions to exchange with business managers. When this is combined with
unwavering responsiveness to the information thus conveyed, it appears to
be the best practice that companies have found, to date, to detect the sources
of conflict early on.
Figure 2

 Some companies also use other more formal practices to enable the
business people themselves to spot potentially litigious situations and avoid
them from the outset, e.g., upon entering into the contact.
One company, for instance, has developed a software program that helps
identify the litigious situations encountered by the company and the
remedies needed to avoid their recurrence, particularly upstream at the
contract-drafting stage.

DOES YOUR COMPANY
USE ARBITRATION
MORE FOR
INTERNATIONAL
DISPUTES?
(Source: 2009 AAA-Fidal
Survey)

Lastly, when the legal department becomes aware of a dispute, its first
priority   is   to   work   with   the   business   manager   to   secure   the   company’s  
position and control the risk as soon as it materializes, so as to avoid having
the conflict deteriorate into a litigious situation that is harmful to the
company.
Several in-house counsel said that, as soon as a dispute arises, they conduct
an early case evaluation of all the legal and non-legal impacts of the dispute
on the company or group.
Through this work method, in which they call upon all of the people directly
or indirectly concerned by the dispute, they manage to avoid intragroup
conflicts of interest and, in many cases, get the business manager directly
affected by the problem to take a more reasonable approach. Indeed, in
conflictual situations the business manager who is closely involved and
emotionally invested in the matter, is often more bent on “winning   the  
battle”  than  the  in-house counsel.

No

Non
33%
33%

Oui
Yes
67%
67%

Figure 3
DOES YOUR COMPANY
HAVE RECOURSE TO
INSTITUTIONAL OR
AD HOC ARBITRATION?
(Source: 2009 AAA-Fidal 2009)
AD HOC

Operating in this manner, in-house legal advisors are involved in managing
an impressive diversity of risks on a day-to-day basis. The main risks
identified relate to commercial relations, intellectual property, human
resources, product liability, engineering and regulatory issues.

NATIONAL
ARBITRATION
64%

INSTITUTIONAL

Clauses providing for ADR methods are becoming increasingly
widespread
Within the companies interviewed, so-called   “issue   escalation”   clauses,  
which provide for the implementation of amicable or alternative methods of
dispute resolution prior to any court litigation, are now commonplace.

AD HOC

36%

INTERNATIONAL
ARBITRATION
INSTITUTIONAL

76%

AD HOC 24%

When such a clause has not yet been inserted into a contract, companies at
least insert a clause in which they agree to negotiate in good faith for a
certain length of time, before bringing any court action.
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These clauses typically provide for a gradual escalation of the conflict, from
the project manager to the division manager and sometimes all the way up to
the CEO.
According to the chief legal officers who use them, such clauses provide
good leverage for a successful negotiation, to the extent that no one wants
the conflict to end up being submitted to the CEO.

Mediation:  an  ADR  process  that  is  starting  to  “take  hold”

Figure 4
IN THE MAJORITY OF
CASES, THE MEDIATION
PROCESS WAS INITIATED
DUE  TO…
(Source: 2009 AAA-Fidal
Survey)
AD HOC

The interviews revealed that most companies have an increased acceptance
and understanding of mediation as a means of trying to amicably settle their
disputes.
Certain companies, however, are still resistant to it.


The arguments for or against using mediation remain quite
typical, such as:

“Mediation  serves  to  preserve  business  relationships  and  to  avoid  damaging  
them  as  much  as  possible.”
“Our  feeling  is  that  mediation  is  a  good  thing  not  only  for  the  company  but  
also for the suppliers, who can use this process both to mitigate risks and to
build  better  relations  with  the  manufacturer.”
“Mediators   can   help   people   appreciate   the   reasonable   or   unreasonable  
aspects  of  a  situation.”
“The  business  units  see  the  positive  effects  of  mediation.  We  focus  on  what  
we want and on the benefits of a negotiated agreement. We usually
incorporate mediation into our contracts.

Figure 5

“Some  say  that  a  mandatory  mediation  clause  can  undermine  the  effects  of  
mediation, since the parties are thus compelled to participate. But without
that clause,  they  wouldn’t  use  mediation  at  all.  A  forced  approach  is  the  best  
we  can  do  for  now.”

(Source: 2009 Fidal-AAA Survey)

“We  first  negotiate  with  the  opposing  party.  If  we  fail,  I  don’t  think  another  
type  of  ADR  tool  is  useful.”

QUALITY OF THE
RELATIONSHIP AFTER
MEDIATION

Unchanged
Damaged
Identique Dégradée
0%
13%
0%

13%
Terminated
Rompue
6%
6%

“If  I  mention  mediation  in  a  contract,  not  many  people are familiar with this
process.”
“The  worst  thing  is  to  have  made  mediation  mandatory.”


According to the interviewees, the positive results
encountered in a first mediation can definitely favor the
development and acceptance of mediation within the
company.

Meilleure
Improved
81%
81%
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In this connection, one of the interviewees recalled a significant experience
that illustrates this phenomenon:
P R E S E R V IN G

A business unit manager came to the legal department with a brewing
dispute about which the manager was quite certain of the viability of his
position and the great potential for a litigation win.
After broad consultation based on her knowledge of many different
subsidiaries in many different countries, the litigation director determined
that even with a litigation win there were likely destructive business effects
on other subsidiaries in other jurisdictions and that, for the overall health of
the group, it would be best to seek a negotiated settlement agreement by
engaging in mediation.
The business unit manager grudgingly agreed to participate in the mediation
process, even though he was convinced it would be a waste of time. After a
few mediation sessions, a settlement agreement was reached that not only
put an end to the dispute but allowed the group, including the business unit
involved in the dispute, to continue its relationship with its strategic business
partner and thereby consolidate its profits.
Sometime later, the same business manager, facing a litigious situation,
turned   directly   to   the   company’s   chief   litigation counsel to initiate a
mediation procedure immediately. Even better, he wanted to have mediation
clauses inserted in his contracts, to facilitate recourse to this process.”


R E L A T IO N S H IP S
W IT H T H E
C O M P AN Y ’ S
B U S IN E S S
P AR T N E R S &
C L IE N T S : A N
O B J E C T IV E T H A T
IS A T T A IN AB L E
V I A M E D I A T IO N

From the handling of the litigation to the dispute resolution
thanks to mediation

Another chief litigation counsel who regularly practices mediation summed
up the advantages she had experienced in this process in three key points:
“We  have  registered  clear  progress  in  resolving  disputes  through  negotiated  
solutions prior to any litigation; generally speaking, we can say that, thanks
to this process, our activity has shifted from one of litigation management to
one of dispute resolution; lastly, we have seen a drastic drop in attorney
fees.”
That being said, it should be noted that several interviewees expressed
concerns about having access to competent mediators, reporting that they
have come across some inadequate mediators.
Some of the companies reported cases in which the mediation process was
not competently managed even by lawyers who claimed to be specialized in
the area.
All agreed that this new way of addressing conflicts requires specific
training, both for the mediator and for the lawyers assisting in the mediation
process.
Several of them were of the opinion that certification standards should be
established to ensure the quality of the services provided in this area.
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Litigation: the last resort
Most of the interviewees considered arbitration or court litigation as the
undesirable last resort in many conflict situations.
In support of this view, one of the interviewed legal advisors who works in a
company that does business mainly with governments said that “Our  
industry does not allow us to be a litigation-oriented   company.   We   don’t  
want to be perceived as a company that  sues  its  business  partners.  We  don’t  
want  to  enter  into  litigation  against  our  government  clients.”
Other interviewees, in support of this same standpoint, stressed how difficult
it is to establish a constructive and efficient relationship with their strategic
suppliers and, therefore, how equally difficult it is to put an end to such
longstanding relationships.

L I T I G A T IO N : V IE W E D
B Y C O M P A N IE S AS A
LAST RESOR T WHE N
N O O T H E R M E AN S O F
R E S O L U T IO N IS
P O S S IB L E

“They  are  specialized.  Once  you  are  in  an  established  relationship  with  one  
supplier, it takes too long to find another one (training, education).  We  can’t  
replace them just like that. We have no interest in engaging in litigation with
them, but rather in finding an amicable outcome that allows us to preserve
the  relationship.”


Domestic disputes : commercial courts

The interviews reflected the fact that, when it cannot be avoided, litigation
over French domestic conflicts is traditionally brought before the French
commercial courts, often pursuant to contract clauses that provide for it.
These courts are quite well regarded by businesses, most (though not all) of
which consider them to be fast, cost-efficient and competent.
However, the commercial courts are sometimes criticized for not being
entirely impartial toward multinational firms, which are often seen, in their
eyes, as systematically in the wrong vis-à-vis their smaller sized business
partners.


International disputes: institutional arbitration

With respect to international disputes, all of the interviewees indicated that,
when an amicable solution cannot be reached, they turn to institutional
arbitration, often pursuant, once again, to contractual clauses providing for
such arbitration.
This preference for arbitration in international disputes does not mean that it
is used without concern as to both the cost and the complexity of the
procedure.
As   one   interviewee   who   is   disinclined   to   arbitration   put   it,   “It’s   too  
complicated and time-consuming. If this process was simpler and less costly,
we might use it.”
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At the same time, there seems to be no denial of the results achievable
through arbitration. For instance, one of the interviewees told us that, in her
opinion,  “what scares midsize companies about arbitration are the costs, not
the results.”  
To overcome the resistance to arbitration that comes from concerns about
complexity, one of the interviewees who often uses this procedure suggests
that, based on his own positive experience, in-house legal advisors should be
involved in the procedure from the very outset, alongside the outside
counsel, to help define the strategy and  thereby  fully  understand  the  “ins  and  
outs”  from  the  start.
Lastly, most of the in-house counsel interviewed affirm that they resort to
court  litigation  or  arbitration  only  for  “eminently  winnable”  cases  and  that,  
in all other cases, they systematically make negotiation offers.

Specialization and the creation of multidisciplinary teams for better
conflict management
The current trend seems to be toward the creation of highly specialized and
“occasionally  interdisciplinary”  litigation  teams.

A S I G N IF IC A N T
IN C R E A S E IN T H E
IN V O L V E M E N T A N D

Several companies have adopted the approach of creating specialized teams
that   take   the   form   of   an   “internal   law   firm”   dedicated   to   disputes,   which  
seems to contribute to a better understanding of conflict management.
Due to the growing complexity of the subjects of dispute, companies also
often add other skill sets to the teams in charge of conflict management, in
addition to those of the legal advisors.
For example, one of the interviewed companies whose business is highly
technical decided to bring engineers into the in-house legal team in charge of
dispute resolution.
When making dispute-resolution decisions on important subjects, the
interviewees also stated that they will naturally call in the financial
department, the project manager, or even the CEO or a member of the
management committee.

IN V E S T M E N T O F
BOTH LEGAL AND
B U S IN E S S S T A F F
( T E C H N IC I A N S A N D
M A N A G E R S ) IN T H E
CONDUCT OF
L I T I G A T IO N

In-house   counsel’s   much   greater   involvement   in   litigation  
management
The interviews also revealed that legal departments are seeking to play an
increasingly active role vis-à-vis their outside counsel in charge of litigation
matters, both at the outset of the case, by being involved in defining the
strategy, and throughout the entire proceedings, by setting requirements as to
the format of the pleadings to be produced in support of their claims.
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For example, the interviews revealed the emergence of a new innovative
practice applied by certain companies, indicative of the change in the
relationship between in-house and outside counsel, which consists of
systematically requiring the latter to include, as an introduction to every set
of pleadings or brief, a short case summary of no more than 3 or 4 pages.
This practice allows both in-house and outside counsel to focus on the main
points, to clearly communicate their position and to make the file highly
accessible to judges and arbitrators. According to the various testimonies,
this practice has proven very successful.
In sum, as one of the in-house  counsel  attested,  “We supervise the work of
our lawyers. We need to know precisely what they do and expect them to
communicate the important draft pleadings at least one week before the
hearing or deadline.”
Certain legal departments go even further in taking ownership of litigation.
Indeed, several of the interviewed companies appear to be experimenting
with the approach of not hiring outside counsel for litigation in which the
company is not required to be represented by a lawyer. Certain companies
thus apply an exclusively internal approach to managing proceedings before
the French commercial courts, criminal courts or labor courts.
In any event, the companies interviewed always prefer a settlement outcome
to the alternative of litigation or arbitration, and expect outside counsel to
seize any settlement opportunities that may arise at any stage of the
proceedings.

D IS P U T E A U D IT S : A

An innovative practice: dispute audits

S IM P L E A N D L O W -

One of the companies interviewed described a practice it initiated several
years ago that has proven to be successful, allowing the company to
considerably reduce its litigation portfolio and, accordingly, realize
substantial savings and better manage its risks.

C O S T M E AN S O F
R E G A IN IN G
CONTROL OVER THE

On the premise that its traditional practice of referring all disputes to its
customary outside counsel could lead to a certain routine devoid of
creativity, the company decided to subject all of its ongoing litigious matters
to a detailed examination, conducted by a new outside counsel well-versed
in negotiation and ADR techniques, whose mission, under the supervision of
the   company’s   chief   legal   officer,   was   to   try,   by   all   possible   means,   to  
propose or even provoke a settlement outcome, which in fact he succeeded
in doing in many cases.
In cases where no such outcome was possible or reached, the new outside
counsel was then tasked with the job of reworking the existing pleadings, to
make them more concise and forceful. In most cases, this modification of the
pleadings led the opposing party to reconsider its position and, in the end, to
accept the settlement approach it had initially refused.

MANAGEMENT OF
P E N D IN G D IS P U T E S
AND THE
E V A L U A T IO N O F
C O N T IN G E N C Y
P R O V IS IO N S
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4. Law   Departments’   increasing   involvement   in   risk  
prevention and management
All of the companies interviewed indicated that the law department should
play an educational role in transmitting the best legal practices for
preventing and controlling risks and in steering the company toward
progress.
This educational role takes different forms in different companies. We have
identified the following in particular: regular interactive communications
with business colleagues, newsletters, model documents or standard letters,
awareness-raising or training programs, as well as other more innovative
methods that we will examine below.

Training programs


For Business Staff

In most cases, it appears to be the law department staff itself that trains the
business staff, with the aim of sensitizing them to the legal reflexes to be
adopted in their day-to-day activities.
Sometimes, however, the law department will call on outside professionals,
university professors, practicing lawyers or specialists on a given subject to
enhance their presentation or replace them.
In all cases, these programs serve not only to convey the basic legal reflexes
needed   to   properly   manage   the   company’s   risks   but   also   to   create   ties  
between the law department and the business units that make it easier for the
latter to call upon in-house counsel when the need arises, and to better
identify this need at the right time.

Figure 6

Such training can come in different forms including informal breakfasts,
seminars, or full-fledged programs delivered over one or several days.

(Source : 2009 AAA-Fidal Survey)



ADR TRAINING: A GROWING
PRACTICE IN THE MOST
DISPUTE-WISE© COMPANIES

For Legal Staff
58%

In light of the interviews, the most frequent subjects of the structured
seminars provided by law departments are:

29%
18%



Arbitration and Mediation: It is interesting to note that arbitration
training is now often combined with mediation training. These two
subjects can also be handled separately. Moreover, such seminars,
which aim to help key persons who might be involved in such
procedures get acquainted with the basic steps involved, are often
provided to a mixed group of legal and business staff;



Negotiation, Contract law and Claims Management: these seminars
are also sometimes intended for groups composed of both legal and
business staff;



Competition law;

Plus

Modérées

Moindres
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Compliance;



Data Privacy;



IP issues;



Liability Issues and Risk Avoidance/Management Strategies: this
type of training, often considered as essential, consists of helping the
participants identify, prevent and mitigate risks;



Pre-Termination Notice Requirements;



Public Speaking;



Crisis Management;



Social Media Issues;



Regulatory Frameworks.

Risk prevention through informal communication
At the end of such training sessions, the participants are typically provided
with materials carefully designed to guide them in their day-to-day work so
that, to the extent possible, they do not have to turn to the law department on
simple   matters,   in   keeping   with   the   “self-lawyering”   concept,   i.e.   “what  
business  people  can  do  without  asking  the  law  department.”
In certain companies, there is no formal educational initiative by the law
department, but instead a reliance on communication by  “walking  around,”  a  
management style established by Andy Grove, the CEO who built INTEL
into a dominant force in the microchip industry.
Under   the   “wandering   around”   policy   institutionalized   in   that   company,  
which simply consisted of lowering the barriers and increasing spontaneous
communication between all departments, large numbers of engineers and
physicists were encouraged to visit other departments, including the legal
department, and to share their experiences and ideas, which proved highly
conducive to problem-solving and innovation.
One of the companies interviewed said that this practice or philosophy was a
mainstay in the daily function of the legal department, virtually doing away
with the need for additional training of staff.
In any case, according to the various legal departments that engage in them,
these regular informal exchanges, like the more formal training programs,
serve to remind their business colleagues what situations are ripe for legal
department involvement.
Generally speaking, the subtext in all of these publications, educational and
training programs is communication of the team concept. As one of the
interviewees   put   it:   “We are a team, including commercial people,
engineers, procurement people, project people, legal and finance, all with a
role to get the business secured.”        
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That said, while legal departments are concerned about engaging in
dialogue, education and training to provide business units with basic legal
reflexes they are also concerned about setting up ongoing training programs
for their own legal staff, to allow them to keep their knowledge up to date
and hone their skills.

Knowledge Management
The interviews showed that several companies have set up an intranet portal
dedicated to the legal functions of the entire group.
These portals include various sections containing practical information such
as model contracts or clauses, as well as links to other types of documents
and relevant websites.
Certain sections of these intranet portals are also accessible to business staff.
These portals often contain practical information such as model letters to use
in particular situations or model conflict management clauses.
The legal departments that promulgate model contract clauses and
contracting advice for transactional staff viewed this as one of the most
important educational risk-prevention efforts.
Interestingly, only a few of the companies interviewed use and promote
“approved”  clause  models.  This  is  basically  due  to  the  large  culture  gap  that
can still be found between the subsidiaries of a single group.
According to the interviewees, this culture gap can be attributed either to the
fact that the subsidiaries in question are in different jurisdictions with
different legal systems or to the fact that certain purchased subsidiaries
sometimes still have a great deal of autonomy in choosing their contract
clauses, even though they must generally report to the central corporate legal
department.

Figure 7
EXISTENCE OF AN INTERNAL
SYSTEM FOR MONITORING
RELATIONSHIPS AND
CONTRACTS
(Source: 2009 AAA-Fidal Survey)

61%
50%

In-house  counsel’s  involvement  in  drafting  and  monitoring contracts

39%

Companies use a variety of approaches to control risk as early as the
contract-drafting stage.
Two radically different trends can be seen:
In certain companies, the business managers are completely autonomous and
draft the contracts themselves, with the help of a list of model clauses
suggested by the legal department. In these cases, the business managers are
generally instructed to call upon the legal department if none of the
suggested models is appropriate to the situation.

Most
Plus

Moderate
Least
Modérées Moindres

According to the interviewees,
this system allows them to:
 Foresee risks
 Better control the budget
 Better manage their teams
 Better manage their disputes

In other  companies,  the  legal  department’s  control  over  contract  drafting  is  
systematic, and the business units must submit every contract to the legal
department’s  review  prior  to  signing.
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In all cases, an increase can be seen in the efforts deployed to train business
staff on contract drafting techniques.
The techniques used to manage the litigation risk when difficulties arise in
the performance of contacts are also quite diverse.
Everyone acknowledges that, given early problem identification, a welltimed   letter   can   generally   resolve   disputes   before   the   “march   to   the  
courtroom”  begins.
Similarly, everyone agrees that the informal discussions that legal
departments engage in with business units are, most often, the best way to
identify emerging problems. This is also one of the key messages conveyed
during the legal seminars provided to business staff.
A new Risk Management practice emerging under several forms: post
mortem evaluations
It is said that those who cannot remember the past are doomed to repeat it.
Ideally, no matter what the outcome of any dispute, there will always be
lessons to learn in terms of practices to either avoid or copy.
These lessons can lead, for example, to a change in the wording, language or
law applicable to future contracts, or in the choice of jurisdiction in the event
of a dispute, and, more generally, to recommendations on what strategic
approaches should be taken upstream to ensure proper tracking of projects
and, downstream, to adopt the best reflexes in the event of a dispute so that
the situation does not worsen.

“POST MOR TEM ”
E V A L U A T IO N O F
R E S O L V E D D IS P U T E S : A
N E W ID E A D E V E L O P E D

While all of the interviewees consider that it is very important to take into
account   the   “lessons   learned”   from   past   situations,   particularly   contentious  
ones, they admit that companies still have some ways to go in this area.

B Y C O M P A N IE S

Several of them told us of some new practices they have adopted to this end.

L E AR N IN G F R O M T H E IR

One company, for instance, is working on a guideline that will incorporate
the lessons learned into training programs, founded on case studies, prepared
on  the  basis  of  the  company’s  past  experience  with  disputes.

CONCERNED ABOUT

P AS T S U C C E S S E S A N D
M IS T A K E S

Another   company   conducts   an   internal   systemic   “post   mortem”   evaluation  
for each major case, in view of producing a memo on the errors to avoid or,
failing that, of stimulating a conversation about   “how   we   can   do   this  
differently  next  time.”
Lastly, other interviewees told us that they find it useful to discuss the matter
with outside counsel (who may or may not have been engaged to handle the
case). The goal is to better understand those areas of the case where the
judge or arbitrator saw the matter differently than the company, once again
in order to avoid committing the same errors of assessment in the future.
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5.

New trends in the use of outside counsel

Large companies tend to rely less on outside counsel
Based on the various interviews conducted, large companies clearly tend to
rely less on outside counsel for handling their legal issues, particularly for
transactional and adversarial legal matters which are often systematically
handled by internal law departments.
This trend, which appears to be more modest in France than in the US, is
nevertheless   growing   and   is   driven   by   the   need   to   address   the   company’s  
major concerns, which in-house law departments are in a better position to
handle.
The interviews revealed that the three main reasons for reducing use of
outside counsel are:


Reduced costs and better cost control;



Knowing   and   understanding   the   company’s   business   and   its   law  
department better;



The perception that in-house counsel would be more likely to take
“ownership”  of  a  matter  than  outside  counsel.

B Y S T R E N G T H E N IN G
THE LEGAL
F U N C T IO N ,
C O M P AN IE S C A N
REDUCE THE NEED
F O R O U T S ID E
COUNSEL

With respect to these last points, it is also important to highlight that all the
legal expertise needed to conduct business; corporate, IP, M&A, purchasing
and sourcing, finance, competition, regulation, litigation/dispute resolution,
can usually be found in the in-house law departments of most large
companies
However, small and medium-sized companies which do not have such
extensive law departments have not reduced their utilization of outside
counsel for their legal issues.

The name: a key criterion in some circumstances
Generally, the interviews held with the chief legal officers regarding the
selection of outside counsel revealed that this issue raises many questions
and concerns such as:


How to develop methods for determining the hiring and qualifying
criteria for the law firms we need to use?



How  to  ensure  the  selected  law  firm’s  alignment  with  the  company’s  
interests?



How to manage the relationship with the selected law firm?

However there was one area of general agreement among the persons
interviewed:  the  choice  of  law  firm  is  a  strategic  choice  which  will  “send  a  
message”   to   the   counter-party regarding your evaluation of the matter at
hand.
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It goes without saying that. So, for example, well-renowned law firms are
selected  when  the  company  considers  the  matter  to  be  of  “high  importance”.

The panel approach: a growing trend
S E L E C T IN G A L A W

The  “captive”  law  firm  approach,  with  one  substantial  law  firm  receiving  all  
or most of the work for the company is almost, but not entirely, gone.
Companies   tend   to   have   a   list   of   firms,   “preferred   providers”,   that   is  
reviewed   frequently   (as   one   interviewee   put   it,   “our   panel   is   not   a   panel  
forever”).    

F IR M : A M U L T I F A C E T E D Q U E S T IO N

Although each company works differently, the companies we interviewed
indicated that they often use the listed firms for many years because those
firms  “know  the  company’s  business”  and  are  trusted.  
In all cases, price is an issue, as is the level of attention given to the client by
the outside firm. Responsiveness is expected for all matters.
Hiring of outside counsel almost always falls to the law department which
will be directly using their services, but sometimes counsel are selected from
a panel by the in-country central legal department in a group which has
several subsidiaries or by the central corporate legal department of the
group’s  holding  company  for  all  subsidiaries  worldwide.  
In some cases the outside counsel is selected in cooperation with the
company’s   purchasing   department,   to   encourage competition among firms
and obtain the best offer at the best price. This trend is growing. In
particular, it is more and more common for large companies to implement a
competitive bidding process when selecting law firms for specific matters.
It  would  nevertheless  seem  that  the  law  department,  and  not  the  company’s  
purchasing department, is eventually responsible for making the final choice
of firm.

3 C O M M O N C R IT E R IA
F O R H IR IN G A L A W

The personal factor: a key consideration

F IR M : C O S T O F

Outside counsel are frequently selected because they are known and trusted:
“We’ve  been  using  them  for  years.”  “They  know  our  business.”

S E R V IC E S ,

One  interviewee  even  confessed  that  his  choice  of  firm  is  very  personal.  “I  
know  every  one  of  them,  I  hire  the  individual,  not  the  law  firm.”

Selecting foreign outside counsel in certain jurisdictions still raises
difficulties

KNOWLEDGE OF THE
C O M P AN Y ’ S    L IN E    O F   
B U S IN E S S , T E AM
S P I R IT

The interviewed companies expressed real difficulties concerning the hiring
of new outside counsel in jurisdictions where the company did not have a
history of doing business and so possessed little knowledge of the local legal
marketplace.
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They look to have choice and to find the best specialist who knows the
company’s  business  sector  well. Those criteria are often difficult to satisfy.
Various approaches have been tried but clearly with mixed results.
“When  you  don’t  have  an  existing  relationship  it’s  tough”.    “It’s  difficult  in  
some countries. We ask friends, other companies, other lawyers and consult
books  and  other  rankings.”    One  interviewee  even  told  us  “I’m  embarrassed  
to admit that we’ve  used  the  phone  directory”.

Choosing between small or large firms
Companies use a mix of small, medium and large firms.
Small   “boutique”   law   firms   are   often   hired   for   their   high   level   of  
specialization in complex legal areas and are valued for their attention and
responsiveness to the client.
Large   firms   often   have   extensive   “best   friend”   networks   of   correspondent  
law firms and may be selected for this reason and for their significant legal
resources they can offer where necessary.
However, the chief legal officers interviewed were not always satisfied with
the services of these large firms which, in certain jurisdictions, do not always
have the required expertise or sufficient resources to handle some legal
matters.
One interviewee indicated having been disappointed by the foreign office of
one large firm which did not offer the expertise or quality of work expected,
to such an extent that he had to look for another more competent law firm in
that jurisdiction.

ESSENTIAL
IN GR E D IE N T S F O R A
L A S T IN G
R E L A T IO N S H IP
BETWEE N COMPANY
AND C OUNSEL:
P R E S E R V A T IO N O F
T H E C O M P A N Y ’ S   
IN T E R E S T S A N D
CULTURE /
ENGAGEMENT /
C O N F ID E N C E

Another corporate counsel told a story of inheriting a huge litigation matter
that had been handled by a large, famous litigation firm. Nonetheless, the
case showed little to no progress over time. Corporate counsel called a
meeting with her litigation firm, summoning the partner in charge of the
litigation. Inexplicably the partner showed scant interest in the case, leaving
the room from time to time to make phone calls and allowing the junior
associate to continue the meeting. After some time there still seemed to be
little forward progress so corporate counsel summoned the litigation firm to
another meeting. In that instance, the senior partner did not attend at all,
instead  sending  the  junior  associate,  who  was  clearly  “out  of  his  league”  if  
not incompetent on the complex legal issues.
The in-house counsel fired this large law firm and engaged a smaller
“boutique”  firm  who  handled  the  case  successfully  and  now  continues  to  be  
the  company’s  main  outside  counsel  for  its  other  litigation  work.

In   any   case,   the   outside   counsel’s   spirit of collaboration and his
consideration  for  the  company’s  interests  are  key  criteria
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One criterion for hiring law firms that appeared to be
essential for all of the interviewees was the issue of aligning
the  law  firm’s  and  the  company’s  interests.  

In other   words,   a   company’s   main   concern   is   to   ensure   that   the   outside  
counsel’s  personal  interests  do  not  benefit  to  the  detriment  of  the  company’s  
interests,   but  also   that  the  law   firm   adapts   to  the   company’s   culture,   needs  
and  priorities  and  agrees  to  “form  a  team”  with  the  client.
It  is  also  essential  for  a  company’s  outside  counsel  to  know  and  understand  
the  company’s  business  sector  and  environment  well.
Some of the in-house counsels interviewed shared their concerns about
these issues.
“At   the   beginning we discuss with outside counsel the spirit of the
organization, and that our policy is to be very fair. Integrity is very
important  to  us,  even  in  litigation.”  
“I   try   to   be   really   clear   with   new   counsel   that   we’re   hiring   for   a   deal   or  
litigation and we share our view with them. It is the company which decides
on the strategy to adopt. This is not popular with most of the firms. They
would  like  more  control.”
“We  don’t  work  with  firms  that  are  too  aggressive  and  inappropriate  for  this  
culture.”

“ WE D O N ’ T W O R K
W IT H F IR M S T H A T
AR E T O O
A G G R E S S IV E A N D
IN A P P O P R IA T E F O R
OUR CULTUR E OR
T H A T AR E N O T
T R A IN E D IN A D R . ”

“An  outside  lawyer  has  a  different  role  than  those  on  the  inside.      Outside  
counsel should know our business, but inside counsel should be much more
involved in the day-to-day  business.  The  collaboration  is  important.  ”
“I   am   the   translator   for   outside   counsel. I explain the activity of the
company, like the composer of a soundtrack for a film who conveys the
atmosphere  and  course  of  action  through  that  soundtrack.”


Companies use several ways of ensuring proper alignment
with law firms, so that the outside counsel understands the
company’s  culture  and  needs.

 Giving   the   outside   counsel   access   to   the   company’s   intranet   or  
exchanging newsletters on company-related information or topical areas
were some of the easiest and most common practices implemented by the
persons interviewed.
 Others   go   further   and   set   up   regular   meetings,   “we   meet   with   outside  
counsel  from  time  to  time  to  review  and  discuss  our  business  trends.”
 One company customarily invited its outside counsel to its law
department’s  annual  seminars.
At  these  seminars,  and  to  ensure  their  alignment  with  the  company’s  needs,  
the   legal   teams   looked   at   the   company’s   identity,   its   priorities   and   main  
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strategic  policies:  “What  type  of  company  are  we?”  “What  is  our  approach  
to / philosophy of conflict  management?”  “How  are  litigation  and  settlement  
decisions   made   within   the   company?”   “How   frequently   do   we   expect  
progress  reports?”  “What  kind  of  budget  is  anticipated?”  

IN - H O U S E L A W Y E R S

Clearly, the answers to these questions will give the outside counsel better
insight  into  the  company’s  culture  so  that  the  company’s  needs  and  the  law  
firm’s  services  are  appropriately  aligned.

IN V O L V E D IN T H E

AR E M U C H M O R E

W O R K O F O U T S ID E

Some of the interviewees further pointed out that it is reassuring for a
company to use the same law firm over time, so that the outside counsel
knows the company in the long term and understands its culture and needs.

C O U N S E L A N D , IN
RETUR N, EXPEC T

An  innovative  practice:  a  lawyer  as  a  “personal  and  external  advisor”
O U T S ID E C O U N S E L

Another particularly interesting approach was reported by a chief legal
officer   who   keeps   “someone   (external)   just   to   talk   to   me”   informally,   for  
advice, perspective and counter point of view. This is an outside lawyer who
has no other function than to provide senior, professional advice, feedback
and counsel.

T O T A K E A T T E N T IO N
IN T H E IR C O M P A N Y

“We’re  looking  for  someone  who  is  inventive.    Outside counsel are helpful
in  finding  solutions  because  they  have  a  different  perspective.  ”
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6.

Toward a greater involvement of the Law
Department in  the  company’s  top  management

As we have seen in the previous sections of this study, legal departments
have a very broad and precise vision of the risks incurred by the company,
which makes them well-positioned to participate in managing those risks via
an appropriate communication with the business units on how to avoid
repeating past errors and to adopt good practices at every stage of the
business relationship.
According to the testimonials gathered, legal departments are also able to
provide the broader perspective needed to manage disputes in ways that do
not necessarily involve litigation but that focus instead on amicable
resolution methods, resulting in an overall savings for the company.
By making an early analysis of conflictual situations, they can prevent
potential   conflicts   of   interest   between   the   group’s   various   subsidiaries   and  
facilitate the adoption  of  solutions  that  protect  the  group’s  overall  interest.
By so doing, legal departments can inspire behavioral changes that are
beneficial to the company.
It is for these reasons that, as reflected in the wide variety of best practices
identified by this survey, legal departments have undertaken a cultural shift
aimed at getting closer and closer to business people who, in their day-to-day
work, are more and more willing to consult them in order to develop the
right reflexes at the right time.
But to what extent do legal departments get involved in and contribute to
upstream strategic decision-making at the top management level of the
company?
There is no doubt that, thanks to their comprehensive view of the business –
and of the associated risks, stakes and opportunities – as well as their
understanding of the legal practices of international markets, legal
departments are able to foresee the potential pitfalls associated with the
implementation of new strategic directions for the company.
It is also clear, according to most of the chief legal officers interviewed, that
the  changes  they  are  trying  to  bring  about  in  order  to  enhance  the  company’s  
understanding of the risks associated with its decisions cannot be truly
effective unless they are supported by top management.
Indeed,  access  to  the  company’s  policy-makers can allow chief legal officers
to promote the establishment of internal rules or guidelines that foster
effective implementation of the necessary changes.
It is for all these reasons that North American companies have given their
general counsel a special role in their executive bodies, where no important
strategic decision is taken without their advice and recommendations, and
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where they are able to suggest what measures should be taken to ensure that
risks are properly dealt with in the conduct of business.
However,   while   the   interviews   show   that   French   companies’   executive  
committees increasingly turn to their chief legal officers when important
decisions must be made, this trend still tends to be on an ad hoc and
occasional basis. It is exceptional to find general counsel in the top
management of French companies.
According  to  the  interviewees,  the  main  reason  for  this  “French  exception”  
to the standard practice of North American companies seems to reside in a
significant cultural difference relating to the educational background of the
members of corporate governance bodies. Whereas top management
positions  in  the  US  are  attributed  to  graduates  of  both  “ivy  league”  schools
and other well-known universities, in France they only go to the graduates of
the  officially  recognized  “grandes  écoles.”

F R E N C H GE N E R A L S
C O U N S E L W IS H T O
B E M O R E IN V O L V E D ,
L I K E T H E IR

US

C O U N T E R P AR T S , IN
T H E IR    C O M P A N Y ’ S   
TOP M ANAGEMEN T…

As   one   of   the   interviewees   said,   there   is   still   a   “glass   ceiling”   in   France  
between   the   law   department   and   top   management   that   “we   cannot cross,
regardless  of  how  big  a  contribution  we  make  to  improving  the  company’s  
performance”.
All of them deplore this situation and hope for a shift in mentalities that will
allow them to follow through with the changes they have begun by
implementing the various best practices we have reported in this study.
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